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Abstract—In the world of online marketing, Consent Management Providers (CMPs) are on the rise. CMPs collect online
users’ consent to the processing of their personal data by
publishers and ad-tech vendors. At the same time, there are
reasonable doubts about the compliance of the existing market
standard with the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR).
This could potentially create compliance risks for the companies
adopting the standard, in particular for ad-tech vendors that –
in the pre-CMP era – were invisible to users.
This paper reveals drivers and obstacles for the adoption of
the Transparency & Consent Framework (TCF) by ad-techvendors, gained in semi-structured interviews with representatives of Global Vendors List (GVL) members. Presenting the
first qualitative study of ad-tech vendors’ perspectives, the paper
provides novel insights into the CMP ecosystem. It particularly
shows existing market pressure and reveals ad-tech vendors’
confusion and doubts about the TCF’s compliance with the
GDPR.
Index Terms—Consent management, CMPs, ad-tech vendors,
GDPR, TCF, online advertising, cookies

I. I NTRODUCTION
Ad-tech vendors are providers of technology solutions integrated in online-advertising supply chains. Their ad-tech
solutions are embedded in websites by the website publishers. Since the personalisation of ads is widely believed to
increase revenues [5] [33] [34] (but see [31]), many ad-tech
vendors’ business models require the processing of personal
data. Before Consent Management Providers (CMPs) have
been involved in the ecosystem, ad-tech vendors could not
collect consent because they were invisible to the user. The
user interacted with the website publisher only, and could see
which advertisers’ ads they were presented with. Fig. 1, for
this set-up, illustrates the relationships between the user, the
publisher and the ad-tech vendor in the pre-CMP era.
The General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [41] coming into effect was a significant driver in CMP adoption [22].
Albeit the GDPR has hardly changed the framework for the
processing of personal data in comparison to the EU Data
Protection Directive [17] and the national law it had been
transposed to, the GDPR – most likely due to its heavy fines
– has noticeably increased the collection of online users’
consent. Now, online users come across CMPs’ consent management dialogues constantly [22] [35] [38]. Through consent
dialogues, users are informed about the use of cookies and
asked to give their consent. In addition to an “accept”-button
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Fig. 1: The relationship between user, publisher and ad-tech
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Fig. 2: The relationship between user, publisher, ad-tech
vendor, and CMP in the CMP era.

the consent dialogue usually comprises a huge list of ad-tech
vendors, a list of purposes that data are processed for, and the
options to refuse consent or consent to the data processing
for certain purposes or by certain ad-tech vendors only. Fig. 3
shows a screenshot of a Quantcast [40] consent dialogue. Fig.
4 shows a screenshot of the list of ad-tech vendors behind the
“partners” link in this consent dialogue. Both screenshots were
taken in July 2021. Even though designs and default settings
diverge, most consent dialogues look fairly similar because
they follow a common framework.
In order to create an industry standard approach to GDPR
compliance, the Interactive Advertising Bureau (IAB) created
the Transparency & Consent Framework (TCF) [26] [29] that
consists of a set of technical specifications and policies for
CMPs, ad-tech vendors and publishers [27]. Fig. 2 illustrates
the relationships between the user, the publisher, the CMP,
and the ad-tech vendor after the adoption of the TCF. The
publisher embeds not only ad-tech vendors but also a CMP.H

Fig. 3: Screenshot of the Quantcast consent dialogue embedded on Quantcast’s own website.

Fig. 4: Screenshot of the list of partners linked in the Quantcast
consent dialogue.

Ad-tech vendors who wish to operate under the TCF, must
join the Global Vendors List (GVL) that is steadily growing,
listing 730 members in May 2021 [25]. They configure their
membership by declaring the purposes they process data for,
choosing from the purpose definitions in Appendix A of
the TCF Policies [27]. Also, the ad-tech vendors, with their
configuration, decide for which of these purposes they claim
legitimate interest, i.e. for which purposes they process data
even without users’ consent. When a user visits the publisher’s
website they are presented with the CMP’s consent dialogue.
The CMP
• informs the user about the ad-tech vendors that shall
receive the user’s personal data,
• the purposes they process data for,
• to which extent legitimate interest is claimed, and
• requests the user to consent to the processing of their
data for the purposes the ad-tech vendors wish to collect
consent for. If the user clicks that they accept the data
processing, an affirmative consent signal is created and
forwarded to the ad-tech vendor.
In May 2021 the IAB lists 125 CMPs [24]. The number of

publishers operating under the TCF is unspecified large, cf.
[22]. The TCF consent signal is now the dominant type of
privacy preference signal and the first one that has been widely
adopted among ad-tech vendors [23]. There is some evidence
that implies ad-tech vendors could incentivise publishers to
adopt the TCF.
First legal analyses have come to the conclusion that widely
adopted consent management solutions are not compliant with
the GDPR [35] [36] [38] [44]. Also, some national supervisory
authorities have issued publications [13] [30] and made decisions [14] [15] [19] [20] that indicate that common consent
dialogues do not meet the legal requirements. Furthermore,
some national supervisory authorities imposed heavy fines for
the processing of personal data based on insufficient consent
[15] [19] [20] [21]. This potentially exposes companies in the
online-advertising ecosystem to compliance risks. While users’
behavior has been subject to research [32] [43] the decisions
of online marketing companies are not yet understood well.
Aiming at filling this research gap, ad-tech vendors are the
most promising starting point. Since ad-tech vendors expose
themselves through TCF adoption, their behavior under the
TCF is well measurable, and they are likely to provide crucial
insights to drivers and obstacles of TCF adoption. Therefore,
this paper focuses on the perspective of ad-tech vendors. It
presents the first qualitative study on ad-tech vendors views
on TCF adoption and compliance.
Section II presents the high-level research questions. Section
III explains the empirical approach. I summarise the interview
results in section IV. Eventually, in section V I draw a
conclusion and outline future work.
II. H IGH - LEVEL RESEARCH QUESTIONS
I had two high-level research questions regarding the
decision-making of ad-tech vendors in the context of the TCF.
Firstly, I aimed to find out about ad-tech vendors’ reasons
for joining the GVL and the considerations that led them to
their specific configuration (section II-A). Secondly, I wanted
to know whether ad-tech vendors see compliance risks of the
GVL membership (section II-B).
A. What drives GVL adoption and configuration?
In order to learn about ad-tech vendors’ perspectives on
consent management under the TCF, I want to know why adtech vendors join the GVL, and what is their reasoning when
setting their configuration.
a) Why ad-tech vendors join the GVL: It is questionable
why ad-tech vendors decide to join the GVL. One possible
reason is GDPR compliance, specifically the use of CMPs for
consent collection. However, it seems possible that publishers
are driving forces. Ad-tech vendors depend on being embedded by publishers that therefore potentially influence ad-tech
vendors’ decisions. There are sound reasons for publishers to
prefer collaborating with GVL members. CMPs offer a free
service enabling publishers not only to collect consent to the
processing of personal data by all GVL members, but also to
obtain it in a standard format that can be transferred across
firms [45].

b) How ad-tech vendors set their configuration: Also,
it is questionable what drives ad-tech vendors’ configuration
decisions. These comprise, in particular, the selection of data
processing purposes out of the list of purposes defined in
Appendix A of the TCF Policies [27], and legal bases. The
French data protection authority (CNIL) has found the purpose
definitions unclear, not comprehensible for users, and thus not
ensuring informed consent [14]. This led me to the question
what ad-tech vendors think about the TCF purpose definitions.
Also, ad-tech vendors’ choices of legal bases are worth
examining. The TCF allows for both, requesting consent (Art.
4 No. 11, Art. 6 (1) (a) GDPR [41]), and claiming legitimate
interest (Art. 6 (1) (f) GDPR [41]) [27]. While consent requires
a decision of the user, legitimate interest can be claimed
where the processing of the personal data is “necessary for the
purposes of the legitimate interests pursued by the controller
or by a third party, except where such interests are overridden
by the interests or fundamental rights and freedoms of the data
subject” (Art. 6 (1) (f) GDPR [41], also see [2]).
It is noteworthy that the TCF includes the option of “flexible
purposes.” Ad-tech vendors who use this option for certain
purposes select a default legal basis, but leave the decision
whether to collect consent or to claim legitimate interest to the
publishers. This suggests that publishers might influence adtech vendors’ selection of legal bases. As publishers generate
revenues by placing ads on their websites, they have an own
interest in the data processing. They could either prefer to
claim legitimate interest since users do not need to consent
where legitimate interest is claimed. Or they could want
to collect consent to avoid risk: Where legitimate interest
can be claimed, basing data processing on consent is legal.
By contrast, where consent is necessary, claiming legitimate
interest is insufficient. Alternatively, they could seek to collect
commoditised consent as an asset that can be transferred and
monetised [45].
B. Do ad-tech vendors see compliance risks of the GVL
membership?
Apart from ad-tech vendors’ drivers for TCF adoption
and configuration, I aimed to learn about their obstacles,
particularly compliance risks of the GVL membership itself.
a) Lawfulness of the processing: A compliance risk
could result from unlawful processing of personal data under
the TCF. It has been pointed out that the consent collection
under the TCF does not meet the requirements of the GDPR
[41], laid down in Art. 4 No. 11, Art. 7, recitals 32, 42,
particularly
•
•
•
•

where cookies are stored before the user has made their
choice [35],
where cookies are stored even if the user has clicked a
reject button [35],
where the option to refuse or manage consent is hidden
/ requires more clicks [13] [38],
because the withdrawal of consent is not as easy as giving
it [44],

•
•

because of the obscurity of purpose definitions [14] [36],
and
because consent is collected for too many ad-tech vendors
[30] [44].

Also, the UK’s data protection authority ICO, in the context
of real-time bidding, has stated that the use of advertising
cookies always required consent, i.e. companies cannot claim
legitimate interest as a legal basis for the processing [30]. The
German Federal Supreme Court has ruled [7] that advertising
cookies used to create user profiles required consent, arguing
with Art. 5 para. 3 of the ePrivacy Directive [16] (on the
interplay between the ePrivacy Directive and the GDPR see
[18]).
Against this background, I wanted to learn about ad-tech
vendors’ perspective on the consent collection under the TCF,
and the compliance of the TCF and the companies adopting
it.
b) Liability as joint controllers: Furthermore, the roles
and responsibilities of ad-tech vendors and others in the framework are subject to legal uncertainty. Only a few papers have
addressed the potential responsibility of companies operating
under the TCF as joint controllers [6] [42] [44]. The CJEU
interprets both terms, “controllership” [8] and “joint control”
[9] [10] [11] broadly. Ad-tech vendors could be considered
joint controllers with publishers or CMPs, and thus be subject
to the specific transparency requirements laid down in Art.
26 GDPR [41]. In fact, the Danish supervisory authority
Datatilsynet has stated the Danish weather forecast website
DMI.dk and Google are joint controllers regarding advertising
cookies used for Google banner ads [15]. I wanted to know
whether ad-tech vendors take a potential joint controllership
with others under the TCF into consideration.
III. E MPIRICAL A PPROACH
Firstly, I had a look at the “bigger picture” based on measuring data on ad-tech vendors’ GVL configurations (section
III-A). Secondly, based on the measurement data, I selected,
approached and interviewed ad-tech vendors (section III-B).
A. Measurement basis
In a first step, I gained insights into ad-techs vendors’
behavior from data that I was provided with by Hils et al. Hils
et al. gathered data through browser crawls, by systematically
downloading the GVL, and in a field experiment with real
consent dialogues [22] (also see [23]). Reaching back to
September 2019, the weekly updated data particularly comprise, for each GVL member, the TCF v2.0 [29] purposes and
legal bases for the data processing, and, if used, the “flexible
purposes”. The data reveal some ad-tech vendors, over time,
changed the legal bases for certain purposes, and many use
the “flexible purpose” option, several even for purposes they
collect consent for by default (see section II-A b). I used the
GVL data for both, selecting potential interview partners, and
preparing for each interview.

B. Vendor interviews
In a second step, I carried out semi-structured interviews.
I decided to conduct semi-structured interviews rather than
a questionnaire based on the experience that interviewees
are more likely to build trust and provide me with deeper
insights in a more natural, conversational atmosphere. Based
on my high-level research questions (see section II), I prepared
interview guidelines (see Appendix) covering three areas of
GDPR compliance:
• The first part includes general questions on data protection compliance, such as questions about the persons
involved in compliance decisions, experiences with user
requests or supervisory authorities.
• The second part concerns the GVL membership, e.g. the
decision to join the GVL and compliance risks arising
from the membership itself.
• The third part covers details of the membership, particularly the configuration of purposes and legal bases and
the compliance of others operating under the TCF.
I carried out seven interviews, in two rounds. Some of the
interviews were held in English, and some in German. I asked
the interviewees to participate in confidential interviews. In
the first round, assuming ad-tech vendors might not want to
share confidential information on their possibly noncompliant
data processing in video calls, I approached a set of German
ad-tech vendors that I could offer face-to-face meetings. In
that first round, in July 2020, I invited 21 ad-tech vendors
to confidential interviews. Four of them were willing to
participate. I carried out all four interviews in July 2020.
Since the number of responses was low, in a second
round, I approached international members of the GVL. In
order to reasonably limit the number of contacted vendors, I
approached only those who met the following criteria:
• The ad-tech vendor is processing data for at least seven
purposes from the TCF Policies, Appendix A,
• claims legitimate interest for at least one of them, and
• uses the “flexible purpose” option where publishers can
freely decide whether to ask users for consent or claim
legitimate interest for the concerned purposes,
• while the “flexible purposes” are not identical with those
the vendor, by default, claims legitimate interest for.
With this selection criteria I could reach ad-tech vendors
with a rather broad data processing (for at least seven purposes) and a configuration that raises specific compliance
issues (claiming legitimate interest and letting publishers
flexibly claim legitimate interest even for purposes that they
themselves seem to deem consent necessary for). In November,
I could reach out to 37 of the 42 ad-tech vendors that met
that criteria, and to eleven of these again via another channel.
Eventually, in the second round of interviews, I carried out
three interviews, one in December 2020, one in January 2021,
and the last one in February 2021.
The three interviews cover approximately 7% of the GVL
ad-tech vendors meeting the criteria. With seven interviews in
total, I cover approximately 1% of all GVL ad-tech vendors

(in May 2021). The ad-tech vendors interviewed had diverse
business models and differed in size. The smallest company
had less than 15 employees, the biggest had a team of more
than 150 people.
The interview partners had different backgrounds and functions. The interviewees had academic backgrounds in computer science, business informatics, legal studies, social and
political sciences and natural sciences. Four of them were
in their companies’ management, two served as their companies’ data protection officers (DPOs). Thus, no interviewee
could answer all questions. However, every interviewee was
involved in TCF decision-making and/or configuration in their
company. Table I provides an overview about the backgrounds
and functions of the interviewees.
TABLE I: Backgrounds of interviewees
Backgrounds
Computer science
Business informatics
Legal studies
Social and political sciences
Natural sciences
Functions
Management (CEO or CTO)
DPO

Fraction
2/7
1/7
1/7
2/7
1/7
Fraction
4/7
2/7

Out of all seven ad-tech vendors, six use the “flexible
purpose”-option. Only two use the option only for purposes
they claim legitimate interest for by default. For all ad-tech
vendors, the data shows changes in purposes and/or legal
bases.
C. Research ethics
I anonymised all responses in publications to protect the
participants. On the one hand, this ensures the privacy of
the interviewees themselves, protecting them against potential
consequences based on the individual statements they made
in the interviews. On the other hand, keeping the companies
participating in the interviews unidentifiable is necessary for
fairness reasons. This study aims to understand system wide
effects of the TCF and does not focus on individual actors.
I do not expose those who were willing to participate in the
interviews to a higher risk of facing negative legal or economical consequences than equally acting ad-tech vendors that
did not participate. In order to keep the interviewees strictly
anonymous, I do not reveal any specific information about the
business models of the ad-tech vendors that participated in the
study. Consequently, in this paper I do not assess specific legal
statements of the interviewees against the background of their
business models.
IV. R ESULTS
The depth of seven interviews revealed aspects of the
decision-making helpful to understand the status quo.

A. Ad-tech vendors’ drivers
a) GDPR compliance: GDPR compliance, in general,
turned out to be an important aspect for all ad-tech vendors
participating. Six out of seven interviewees stated that at least
three persons in the company were involved in decisions
related to GDPR-compliance. Only in two companies there
is no lawyer involved, in one the lawyer is seldomly involved
in the decision-making and not at all involved in the TCF
configuration. Four of the interviewed companies involve
external lawyers respective DPOs. Three explicitly stated that
the management was involved. Table II provides an overview
of the most important statements of the ad-tech vendors on
GDPR compliance and decision-making.
TABLE II: GDPR compliance and decision-making
Statements
High relevance of GDPR compliance
At least 3 people involved in GDPR-related decisions
Lawyers involved in GDPR-related decisions
External lawyers/DPOs involved in GDPR-related decisions

Fraction
7/7
6/7
5/7
4/7

One interviewee stated that their company used 20 percent
of the capacity for GDPR compliance in the last three years.
The others could not quantify their effort for GDPR compliance in general. Two interviewees were able to quantify
their effort regarding the TCF, though. For all of them, the
initial implementation and configuration of the TCF, and the
migration to version 2 [28] caused the biggest effort. One of
the companies had an effort of 15 hours for implementing and
configuring version 1, while changing to version 2 required
them 50–60 hours of work. One company even had an initial
implementation effort of a few person months.
b) CMP use: While GDPR compliance is important for
the ad-tech vendors, consent collection through CMPs did not
turn out to be their main driver for TCF adoption. None of
the interviewees specifically named the use of CMPs as a
reason to adopt the TCF. One interviewee explicitly stated
that CMP use was not their reason for joining the GVL even
though they collected consent via CMPs. One interviewee
said that their company did not collect consent via CMPs,
another one said their company did not collect consent at all.
This may be correct insofar as that CMPs are not embedded
by ad tech vendors but by publishers, but ultimately ad-tech
vendors receive users’ consent information from CMPs (c.f.
fig. 2). For example, I can see that the CMP Quantcast Choice
[40] collects consent for all ad-tech vendors interviewed. I
registered with this CMP as a publisher and see that, under
the default settings, all GVL members would show up in the
consent dialogue embedded to my website.
c) Market pressure: With respect to the TCF, the interviews revealed that regarding both, joining the GVL and
deciding about their configuration, ad-tech vendors are subject
to market pressure.
Of the seven interviewees, only three stated that their GVL
membership was their independent decision. One of them
made this choice to exploit synergies with others. The other

two deemed a standardisation desirable. One of them gave
the many different interpretations of the GDPR’s rules as the
main reason and pointed out a common standard mitigated
the risk of getting fined under the GDPR. The interviewee
explained that supervisory authorities would rather not target
single companies for using a standard adopted by many.
The other one added, leaving the TCF would cause high
expenses, while the scalability of a standard would come
with the problem of of a consent collection for too many
companies at once. Four interviewees said their companies
were not free to decide whether to join the GVL or not. One
of them noted that their business model forced them to join
the GVL because the use of the OpenRTB API (an open API
by the IAB for real-time bidding) required being member
of the GVL. Another interviewee, similarly, explained that
leaving the GVL would be a “major blow” causing “parts
of the value chain to collapse”. One interviewee stated that
advertisers demanded GVL membership – even though their
own data processing would not require consent. By this,
the advertisers themselves could directly get personal data.
Another interviewee confirmed the pressure to be part of the
GVL. They said, being member of the GVL was “business
necessary”. They explained that Supply Side Platforms (SSPs)
in the real-time bidding ecosystem required GVL membership.
They added that their company was forced to process personal
data, since their business model did not require or substantially
benefit from targeting. Table III provides an overview of the
reasons given for joining the GVL.
TABLE III: Drivers for TCF adoption
Reasons given for joining the GVL
Collecting consent through CMPs
Desirability of a market standard
Market pressure (from publishers, advertisers or SSPs)

Fraction
0/7
2/7
4/7

Three of the seven interviewees stated that their configuration was also affected by market pressure. All of these
three used flexible purposes because of the publishers. Two of
them said the publishers required flexibility. One pointed out
that some publishers did not want to claim legitimate interest
but collected consent for all purposes. Another interviewee
whose company uses flexible purposes claimed that their
configuration did not matter because they did not collect
consent at all. As pointed out in the context of CMP use,
CMPs collect consent for all GVL members.
d) Experiences with user requests and supervisory authorities: While there is market pressure especially from
publishers and advertisers, users or supervisory authorities do
not put ad-tech vendors under significant pressure. It showed
that the ad-tech vendors have hardly had any issues with
user requests or supervisory authorities so far, neither before
nor after TCF adoption. One said that even though the TCF
was noncompliant, they were not afraid of the supervisory
authorities since these would seek pragmatic solutions rather
than fining single companies. Two stated that they have no
experiences with supervisory authorities, one had one sin-

gle case of one data subject’s complaint. Only one of the
interviewees reported a substantial number of deletion or
information requests. However, the interviewee explained that
a high number of requests had occured in 2018 only, and, apart
of that, the company had only “a fistful of deletion requests”.
Four interviewees quantified user requests. One interviewee
stated that their company had received only 15 e-mails by
users of whom none requested deletion of their personal data.
Another ad-tech vendor had two requests for deletion all-time.
One stated, they have been contacted directly by 1–2 users
only and had gotten a few requests through service companies,
and thus could easily handle their requests manually. Another
ad-tech vendor stated their company had received requests
only via advertising clients and CMPs. This interviewee said
that they were surprised about the latter since the company did
not use CMPs at all. As stated above in the context of CMP
use, CMPs collect consent for all GVL members.
B. Ad-tech vendor’s obstacles: Compliance risks of TCF
adoption
Some ad-tech vendors identified risks associated with the
TCF. Several interviewees are highly aware of serious deficiencies of the framework. However, the vast majority of the
interviewees did not see compliance risks for themselves in
being member of the GVL, although a majority of the interviewees deemed the TCF noncompliant. Only one interviewee
saw compliance risks in the GVL membership itself, but did
not expect a fine because the supervisory authorities would
seek pragmatic solutions rather than fining companies. The
interviewee particularly pointed out that the authentication of
consent signals under the TCF was insufficient. Five interviewees did not see a compliance risk in being a GVL member.
However, four of these interviewees also stated that the TCF
itself was noncompliant.
Five interviewees made statements on the TCF purpose
definitions, revealing confusion among ad-tech vendors. All of
them considered the definitions very complex. Four of them
said the purpose definitions were unclear. One of the four
stated that they were “a bit messy”. Two said, the purposes
were hard to understand, one added that users could not
understand the purposes. One interviewee admitted that their
company just interpreted the purpose definitions in their own
favor. This interviewee gave “performance measurement” as
an example for an unclear purpose that could refer to the
user performance “such as cursor position or user behavior” or
to the “performance of the marketing KPI”. One interviewee
expressed that the unclear purpose definitions were a “huge
problem in the industry” and many came up with “wild
constructions” claiming legitimate interest for very targeted
advertising. Two of the interviewees stated that the granularity of the purpose definitions in TCF v2.0 [29] was an
improvement compared to TCF v1.1. One of them pointed
out that users were not able to understand the definitions.
This interviewee expressed the expectation that a new version
would follow soon.

The interviews showed that ad-tech vendors are aware of
unlawful behavior of others operating under the TCF while
most do not systematically control others or take action in
cases of unlawful behavior. Four interviewees stated that others
behaved unlawfully under the framework. One of them said
that they knew many publishers would design the consent
dialogues in an unlawful way. One interviewee noted that the
default-settings in the consent dialogues were often illegal,
in particular, some publishers would use opt-out. (The CJEU
clearly stated this is noncompliant in [12], also see [1].)
One interviewee stated some publishers would send affirmative
consent signals that are not based on a click of a user.
One pointed out that ad-tech vendors’ interpretations of the
scopes of the purposes varied substantially, and that some
even targeted users on the postal code level claiming legitimate
interest. Another told me about an ad-tech vendor that created
user profiles without consent, claiming legitimate interest.
Another interviewee said, other ad-tech vendors, just as themselves, interpreted the unclear purposes in their own favor.
One stated that for many users it was practically impossible
to revoke consent because the option is hidden or not available.
Another one stated that users could not directly revoke their
consent because they could not assign consent signals to
certain persons.
Only one of the interviewed ad-tech vendors said that they
looked at consent dialogues systematically and found many
unlawful designs. However, the interviewee stated this had
no consequences because their company was too small and
thus not influential enough. This interviewee even said they
were thinking about an alternative framework for better data
protection. Two interviewees made clear that their companies
just assumed others under the TCF act compliant, despite
having named specific noncompliant behavior of others in the
course of the interview. Table IV provides an overview of the
most important statements of the ad-tech vendors regarding
compliance risks.
TABLE IV: Compliance risks
Statements
Compliance risk posed by the GVL membership itself
Complexity of TCF purpose definitions
Unclarity of TCF purpose definitions
Unlawful behaviour of others under the TCF
Systematic monitoring of consent dialogues

Fraction
1/7
5/7
4/7
4/7
1/7

Three interviewees – that did not see a risk in the GVL
membership itself – considered their companies mere processors (Art. 28 GDPR [41]). None of the interviewees considered
their company and others operating under the TCF being
joint controllers without additional bilateral contracts. One
interviewee explained agreeing on joint control contracts was
one of the only changes with the GDPR. However they
stated that their company only deemed necessary agreements
with specific partners, but not with all publishers that collect
consent for them via CMPs.

V. C ONCLUSION AND F UTURE W ORK
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My interviews provide initial answers to the high-level research questions. While GDPR compliance, in general, turned
out to be important for the interviewees, the consent collection
through CMPs was not their main driver for TCF adoption.
The interviews revealed that market pressure is an important
driver for both, TCF adoption and configuration. One could
state, this constitutes a double “privacy paradox” (cf. [3] [4]
[37]): On the one hand even privacy aware users’ consent
is collected, on the other hand even privacy friendly market
actors participate in the framework and process more data than
they would want to. Some companies feel forced to participate
in the framework and to set their configuration in certain
ways. The interviews particularly confirmed the big influence
of publishers, but also advertisers.
The ad-tech vendors identified risks to TCF adoption. There
is a high awareness of GDPR violations in the sector while
none of the interviewees reported to take action in concrete
cases of violations by others operating under the TCF. However, those ad-tech vendors who were aware of the weaknesses
of the GVL itself, did not deem GVL membership a compliance risk for themselves. This seems to reveal cognitive
dissonance but makes sense against the background of nonexistent pressure from users and supervisors. The absence of
consequences might also explain why two of the interviewees
were not even aware of the fact, that a CMP collects consent
for them. In the meantime, in May 2021, the NGO noyb (“none
of your business”) has initiated a large scale complaint wave
against publishers using unlawful cookie banners [39]. The
impact of this initiative remains to be seen.
Several open research questions call for further research. In
order to gain a deeper understanding of the ecosystem, the empirical approach must be applied to a larger number of online
marketing companies operating under the TCF. Based on the
insights gained through the ad-tech vendor interviews, future
work should especially focus on the perspective of publishers,
but also take into account advertisers and CMPs. One next
step is interviewing publishers to learn about their reasons for
the adoption of the TCF, demanding certain configurations,
and their opinions on compliance risks of TCF adoption. Data
collected by Hils et al. [22] will enable me to select potential
interview partners based on consent dialogue designs and the
use of the flexible purpose option.
Future work should also include an in-depth legal analysis
that was not part of this paper that focused on ad-tech vendors
views and opinions. A thorough analysis of the consent
collection through CMPs is still missing. Not all weaknesses
of CMP consent collection have been carefully assessed yet.
In particular, questions of controllership and particularly joint
control have not been analyzed in detail. The insights gained
in interviews with ad-tech vendors and others operating under
the TCF form a basis for a profound legal analysis.
Both, an in-depth legal analysis and a deeper understanding
of the ecosystem, will allow for the development of pragmatic
concepts to strengthen data protection online.
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A PPENDIX : I NTERVIEW GUIDELINES
A. General questions on GDPR compliance and decisionmaking
1) Please describe your internal GDPR compliance
decision-making process. Who is involved, who initiates
decisions?
2) Can you estimate the internal effort and expenses for
GDPR compliance / for the decision-making and implementation relating to the GVL?
3) Do you involve external consultants?
4) Do you observe other companies’ GDPR compliance
strategies or consult with other companies? If so, which
companies and why?
5) Have you made bigger changes because of the GDPR?
Have you increased your budget for GDPR compliance?
Regarding data protection, would you describe your
company as an early adopter or rather a follower?
6) If you changed a lot because of the GDPR: Was that
because the requirements for you changed (compared to
the Directive and respective national law), or because the
GDPR allows for huge fines in case of incompliance?
7) Have you been involved in any legal dispute or proceeding related to the GDPR? If so, can you tell me
more about it (judicial or extra-judicial; any supervisory
autority involved; what about)?
8) What are your experiences with user requests?
B. Consent and joining GVL
1) How have you learned about the GVL and the option
to join? By whom and in which way was the GVL
promoted?
2) How did you make the decision to join the GVL? Which
persons in the company participated in the decisionmaking process?
3) Does the GVL membership pose any compliance risks?
a) If so: Which risks (e.g. reputation, liability)?
b) If so: Why do you take these risks?
4) Which role and responsibility do you consider your company to have under the GDPR, particularly in relation
to publishers and CMPs? Do you think any of you are
processors (that process data on behalf of controllers)?
Do you think there are joint controllers (Art. 26)?
5) Do you have any data processing agreements or other
contracts related to data protection law with the other
actors that process data under the TCF (e.g. according
to Art. 26)?
6) Do you collect user consent via CMPs only or also in
other ways?
7) How do you document the consent collected via CMPs?
8) Do you also serve as a publisher, collecting consent for
other GVL vendors? If not, how do you collect consent
from users of your website?
9) If you are also a publisher but do not use a CMP under
TCF there, what are the reasons for participating in the
TCF as a vendor but not as a publisher?

10) Do you know how many vendors are members of the
GVL? Do you think it is a problem when users are
requested to consent to the processing of their data by
so many ad-tech vendors?
11) Are you considering leaving the GVL or do you plan to
remain a member? Are there any alternatives for you?
12) Can you determine the economic benefit of your GVL
membership? If so, can you quantify it (budget/person
months)? What would be the costs for your company if
the GVL did not exist anymore tomorrow? How important is the GVL related business sector for you? How
many jobs at your company depend on this business
sector?
13) Do you systematically monitor developments with regard to the GVL (e.g. changes to TCF, changes of
GDPR interpretation?) Do you analyze how partners and
competitors handle TCF participation?
C. Details and configuration
1) The user data from how many publisher websites do you
process?
2) How have you made the decision whether to claim legitimate interest or collect consent for certain purposes?
Have publishers influenced your decision?
3) Are you using flexible purposes? If so, why?
4) Do you think the purposes under the TCF are clearly
defined?
5) Have you changed your configurations since you joined
the GVL?
6) Do you evaluate your configuration? If so, regularly or
under specific circumstances?
7) Do you assess the GDPR compliance of CMPs or
publishers you cooperate with?
8) Do you monitor how publishers design their consent
dialogues? Could / would you like to stop working with
those who use a consent dialogue you do not consider
compliant?
9) How can users revoke consent? Do some users revoke
consent?

